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Narcissus on the grassie verdure lyes:
But whilst within the chrysal fount he tries
To quench his heat, he feels new heats arise.
For as his own bright image he survey'd,
He fell in love with the fantastick shade;
And o'er the fair resemblance hung unmov'd,
Nor knew, fond youth! it was himself he lov'd.
The well-turn'd neck and shoulders he descries,
The spacious forehead, and the sparkling eyes;
The hands that Bacchus might not scorn to show,
And hair that round Apollo's head might flow;
With all the purple youthfulness of face,
That gently blushes in the wat'ry glass.
By his own flames consum'd the lover lyes,
And gives himself the wound by which he dies.
To the cold water oft he joins his lips,
Oft catching at the beauteous shade he dips
His arms, as often from himself he slips.
Nor knows he who it is his arms pursue
With eager clasps, but loves he knows not who.

"Ah wretched me! I now begin too late
To find out all the long-perplex'd deceit;
It is my self I love, my self I see;
The gay delusion is a part of me.
I kindle up the fires by which I burn,
And my own beauties from the well return.
Whom should I court? How utter my complaint?
Enjoyment but produces my restraint,
And too much plenty makes me die for want.
How gladly would I from my self remove!
And at a distance set the thing I love.
My breast is warm'd with such unusual fire,
I wish him absent whom I most desire.
And now I faint with grief; my fate draws nigh;
In all the pride of blooming youth I die.
Death will the sorrows of my heart relieve.
Oh might the visionary youth survive,
I should with joy my latest breath resign!
But oh! I see his fate involv'd in mine."

- Publius Ovidius Naso ("Ovid") (Sir S. Garth [trans.])
Incorporating theoretical and empirical work from the literature on narcissism, it is postulated that narcissism poses a particular risk in leader selection settings. By appearing confident, charismatic, intelligent, and with a high self-esteem and authority, narcissists will slip through normal selection processes by resembling an implicit image of a prototypical leader for those that select and hire them. In three independent, yet connected studies, the role played by trait narcissism is explored among applicants in three leadership selection processes for non-commissioned officers training in the Norwegian Armed Forces.

In Study 1 it was hypothesized that narcissists should receive higher leadership interview ratings. In addition, since interviews are usually weighted highly in final selection decisions, it was also postulated that narcissism should have an indirect effect upon final admission. Replicated support was found in two samples, demonstrating that narcissism had a positive effect on interview ratings, and that through relatively higher interview ratings, narcissists also had a higher probability of being selected. In Sample Two, it was also demonstrated that the effect of narcissism went beyond interview ratings. In addition, an interaction effect of narcissism and extraversion predicting interview ratings was also found.

Study 2 replicated and extended the findings of Study 1 and demonstrated that in interviews assessing leadership potential, narcissists could be given an opportunity to self-enhance and appear leader-like. In contrast, it was demonstrated that narcissism was unrelated to the ratings when interviews assessed future school potential on more objective information about the applicants, such as past academic results, study habits, motivation and the ability to acquire new knowledge. Study 2 was also conducted as a field experiment, and participants were randomly given a narcissism inventory with either a dichotomous response format or a five-point Likert response format. I hypothesized that a multicategorical response format should be more able to reflect the degree of narcissism and would therefore also provide stronger predictions. The results showed that, irrespective of response format, narcissism was positively related to the interview leadership potential ratings, but unrelated to the school potential ratings. In addition, irrespective of the response format, narcissism also had an indirect effect upon final admission, through higher leadership potential interview ratings. However, only the dichotomously assessed narcissism was directly and significantly related to the final admission criterion. In Study 2, as in Study 1, an interaction effect between narcissism and extraversion was found when predicting leadership potential ratings but with only dichotomously assessed narcissism.

Taken together Study 1 and Study 2 demonstrated that narcissism can jeopardize the leadership selection processes by making candidates appear leader-like. In addition, assessing narcissism with a dichotomous response format instead of a Likert response format is still preferable. However, differences in predictions according to the two assessments of narcissism were small and could be attributed to method-specific variance.

Since the factor structure of the commonly used measure of narcissism, the Narcissistic Personality Inventory (NPI; Emmons, 1987; Raskin & Terry, 1988) has not been consistent across previous studies, Study 3 sought to test whether it was possible to find a stable and replicable factor structure among the common items from Emmons’ (1987) 37 item
version and Raskin and Terrys (1988) 40 items version. The results supported the extraction of a five factor solution, and the content of these five factors suggested they assessed exploitativeness, authority, exhibitionism, vanity, and superiority. The five-factor solution was later supported in a subsequent sample with confirmatory analysis relative to two, three, and four factor solutions. In addition, the five factor solution was also replicated in a sample where participants were assessed with a Likert response format, suggesting that these five factors are stable irrespective of response format. In addition, the five factors also showed many of same associations with the five-factor model of normal personality in all three studies.
Introduction and purpose

The empirical-based search for the constituents of effective leaders is not a new endeavor, and has been a research topic and concern for I/O psychologists for the past century (Barrick, Mount, & Judge, 2001). In the empirical literature, the organizational effects of leadership have swung from the negligible (Lieberson & O’Connor, 1972) to the substantial (Thomas, 1988). Nonetheless, in modern leadership literature, there is consensus that leadership is not a mystical concept, but “an observable, learnable set of practices […] and that leaders [can] make a difference” to the organization they lead (Bass, 2008, p. 10). One of the challenges facing the psychological study of leaders and leadership is that the vast amount of literature has focused on finding psychological attributes of those leaders that succeed, but some believe that there exists little consensus or convergence among researchers regarding any psychological characteristics of good or effective leaders (Hogan, 2007; Hogan, Hogan, & Kaiser, 2011). In contrast, there is substantial agreement regarding the dysfunctional aspects of flawed leaders (Hogan & Hogan, 2001). Those leaders are responsible for poor morale, excessive turnover and reduced productivity (Hogan, Raskin, & Fazzini, 1990). We may ask about the reasons behind this managerial incompetence, and why so many leaders ultimately fail. The most obvious reason seems to be that leaders who fail share the same process as leaders who succeed: they are both selected and hired. Nevertheless, the question remains, how can we avoid selecting leaders who ultimately fail?

There are indeed several reasons for managerial failure. Among these reasons, we may find bad strategic choices for their companies, failure to build a successful team, to delegate tasks, and even failure to understand the demands of markets and in technical competence in the products they make. All these causes, and more, could result in leader derailment. However, one common characteristic of leaders who fail is that they all have interpersonal problems, that is, problems in building interpersonal relationships, the way they relate to and manage others (Hogan et al., 2011). The issue of interpersonal skills seems also to tap the very essence of leadership as it is defined today, as requiring people who intentionally influence “guide, structure, and facilitate activities and relationships in a group or organization” (Yukl, 2005, p. 3, see also Northouse, 2004, & Bass, 2008). Essentially, leaders who derail seem to be poor people managers, and this has led to speculation that narcissism may be one of the more significant causes of flawed and even dangerous leadership (Furnham, 2010), and the most serious cause of leader character pathology (Kernberg, 1979). As Kets de Vries and Miller (1997) put it, “if there is one personality constellation to which leaders tend to gravitate it is the narcissistic one” (p. 197). Since little research has been devoted to the intrapsychic inner world of leaders, and what leaders seem to have in common is the ability to generate or activate primitive emotions in their followers (Kets de Vries & Miller, 1997), it also seems pertinent to investigate the personality profiles of leaders who go beyond the range of normal personality.

Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD) is described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR) as a grandiose sense of own importance, preoccupation with thoughts of success and power, requirement of excessive admiration, a sense of entitlement and lack of empathy for others (American Psychiatric Association, 2000).
Although the prevalence of people diagnosed with narcissistic personality disorder is relatively low in the Norwegian population (e.g. Torgersen, Kringle, & Cramer, 2001), it has been regarded as an individual difference variable, found in various degrees in the normal population (Brunell et al., 2008). In personality and social psychology, the personality measure frequently used to assess individuals’ narcissistic tendencies or narcissistic traits is the Narcissistic Personality Inventory (NPI; Raskin & Hall, 1979; Emmons, 1987; Raskin & Terry, 1988). If not otherwise indicated, in the remainder of this dissertation the terms ‘narcissism’, ‘narcissists’, ‘narcissistic leaders’ or ‘narcissistic leadership’ will be used to refer to those with high narcissistic tendencies, that is, those scoring relatively highly on the NPI.

Although this dissertation relies heavily upon a trait perspective of personality and of narcissism, Rosenthal & Pittinsky (2006) use the term narcissistic leadership as something that “occurs when leaders’ actions are primarily motivated by their own egomaniacal needs and beliefs, superseding the needs and interests of the constituents and institutions they lead” (p. 629). As such, narcissistic leadership can fit within the current conceptual model of destructive leadership proposed by Einarsen, Aasland, and Skogstad (2007). Here, they define destructive leadership as “[t]he systematic and repeated behavior by a leader, supervisor or manager that violates the legitimate interest of the organization by undermining and/or sabotaging the organization’s goals, tasks, resources, and effectiveness and/or the motivation, well-being or job satisfaction of subordinates” (p. 208). In their conceptual model, Einarsen et al. place destructive leadership behavior along two dimensions, subordinate and organizational oriented behavior, where both dimensions range from anti- to pro- organizational or subordinate behavior. Thus, narcissistic leaders can be fitted along both these dimensions, according to their personal agenda and what serves this agenda best, but this model is constrained by focusing on leader behaviors, rather than the antecedents of that behavior.

If narcissism may be one of the personality characteristics associated with leader derailment, it is essential to investigate whether people with narcissistic characteristics jeopardize normal selection procedures and eventually end up being hired. Early detection of those individuals during selection is critical if we want to avoid bad leaders. In addition, and equally importantly, is how we can detect them. It is therefore important that the measurement of narcissism is made with a valid and stable instrument. Through three independent studies, this dissertation seeks to address these issues. Study 1 aims to identify the role played by narcissism among applicants in a real life selection process for non-commissioned officers (NCO) in the Norwegian Armed Forces. In the first sample in Study 1, it is hypothesized and tested empirically, that narcissism will have a direct effect upon interview ratings in a selection process, and that in the way interviews are generally weighted, higher interview ratings would also mean an increased probability of being selected. Thus, narcissism should also have an indirect effect upon the final selection decision through interview ratings. The second sample in Study 1 seeks to replicate the results from the first study and extend this by including additional personality variables.

The second study in this dissertation uses applicants from the same context as Study 1, and through a randomized field experiment tries to fulfill two purposes. First, it tries to
replicate the results from Study 1 and expand the study by implementing two different interview ratings, an officer school potential rating, and a leadership potential rating. Secondly, it tries to test the predictive validity of two used response scales in the assessment of narcissism. In Study 3 the main purpose is to find a consistent and replicable factor structure among the commonly used items from the NPI (Emmons, 1987; Raskin & Terry, 1988) across three samples with the two response formats used in Study 2.

Before presenting these three studies, some of the empirical and theoretical arguments behind narcissism and its relationship to leadership are presented, together with a framework to clarify why narcissism can jeopardize selection. Thereafter, the empirical studies are presented and there is a general discussion, followed by consideration of the implications and limitations.

From Narcissus to the narcissistic personality disorder

The concept of narcissism stems from ancient Greek mythology and was described in the Homeric hymns, and later popularized through Ovid’s *Metamorphoses* (Publius Ovidius Naso). The myth tells the story of Narcissus, who refrained from loving others and was doomed by the Gods to fall in love with his own reflection in the water. Narcissus, not able to reach down and kiss his own reflection, later withers and dies. A popular interpretation of the myth of Narcissus describes an obsessive self-love which is detrimental to normal functioning. One of the first notations of Narcissus in the discipline of psychology was in the writings of Havelock Ellis (1898). Ellis, a psychologist and sexual researcher, described a tendency in which an individual’s sexual emotions are entirely lost or absorbed in self-admiration. Some of his studied subjects experienced intense pleasure and an overwhelming sense of sexual attraction when they looked at themselves in a mirror. This sexual arousal represents what he termed ‘auto-eroticism’, of which narcissism is an extreme form. The narcissistic or Narcissus-like tendency is an emotion that goes beyond anything ever experienced and nothing is “stronger than… [one’s] …own pleasure in [oneself]” (p. 281). Ellis later published (1927) an elaborate review where he described the conditions of narcissism as a “rare and not especially profitable aspect of human invention” (p. 153). The concept of narcissism caught Sigmund Freud’s attention at the time of Ellis’ publications, but it was not until 1914 that he published a more thorough discussion. To Freud, narcissism was a normal part of human development and he believed that narcissism is “the libidinal complement to the egoism of the instinct of self-preservation” (Freud, 1914/1957, p. 73–74). This primary narcissism as Freud calls it is a libidinal energy that is directed towards two objects, either himself or the woman who nurses him. A healthy development of the ego consists of a departure from this primary narcissism, in which the ego-love is directed towards object-love, that is, the ability to love others. Thus, unhealthy narcissism develops because the libido is fixated towards the ego and the person is unable to direct the libido from ego-love to object love.

In modern psychiatry and psychology, Heinz Kohut (1971) and Otto Kernberg (1975) influenced the modern conception and treatment of narcissism. Although Kohut and Kernberg had similar psychoanalytic backgrounds, their therapeutic and etiologic perspectives on
narcissism diverged. While Kohut maintained that narcissism could develop into both healthy and unhealthy forms, Kernberg maintained that narcissism operates in a borderline area between neurosis and psychosis. Kohut believed that pathological narcissism develops because of the environment’s failure to provide an accurate empathetic response to the needs of the infant, to be responsive for mirroring the infant’s need for admiration, and the infant’s later need to idealize the parent (Cooper, 1986, p. 135). Although Kernberg (1975) also gives examples of normal narcissism, he believed pathological narcissism is the result of “a defense against paranoid traits related to the projection of oral rage” (p. 17). Kernberg views the inflated self-concept of the narcissist as the result of a defense mechanism in which the actual self (one’s belief of the self), the ideal self (idealized image of self) and the ideal object (idealized image of the parent) are confused. This self-concept inflation arises because of the tension between the actual self on the one hand, and the ideal self and the ideal object on the other, and when unacceptable self-images are repressed and projected to devalued external objects. A passage from Kernberg (1975, p. 231) helps to exemplify this:

“I do not need to fear that I will be rejected for not living up to the ideal of myself which alone makes it possible for me to be loved by the ideal image of that person I imagine would love me. That ideal person and my ideal image of that person and my real self are all one, and better than the ideal person whom I wanted to love me, so that I do not need anybody else any more.”

What seems to unite both Kernberg and Kohut’s theories of the development of narcissism is that they both emphasize the parent’s role in the child’s development. Having cold and unempathetic, unresponsive parents who, unwillingly or deliberately, either overtly or covertly hinder the child’s needs and development of a healthy ideal self may cause the child to develop an unhealthy self-love. Later empirical work suggested that the behavior of parents or their parenting style may play a role in the development of children who later score highly for narcissism (Horton, Bleau, & Drwecki, 2006). Horton et al. suggest that psychological control mechanisms such as love, withdrawal and guilt induction may later “color a child’s interpretation of a parent’s support and leniency” (p. 370). Further, they also found that parental control in childhood, in particular, later developed into unhealthy narcissism.

In the modern diagnosis system, influenced by Kohut’s and Kernberg’s theories, narcissistic personality disorder first appeared in DSM-III. Here, narcissism, as with the other personality disorders, is described with a set of criteria to be used for diagnosing patients. Although the diagnostic system has evolved into newer versions such as DSM III-TR, IV and IV-TR, there were only minor changes in the diagnostic criteria for narcissism (Sperry, 2003). In the DSM (IV-TR, APA, 2000, p. 717), the guidelines for diagnosing individuals with NPD must comply with the following diagnostic criteria:

A pervasive pattern of grandiosity (in fantasy or behavior), need for admiration, and lack of empathy, beginning by early adulthood and present in a variety of contexts, as indicated by five (or more) of the following:
1. Has a grandiose sense of self-importance (e.g. exaggerates achievements and talents, expects to be recognized as superior without commensurate achievements)
2. Is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, power, brilliance, beauty, or ideal love
3. Believes that he or she is ‘special’ and unique and can only be understood by, or should associate with, other special or high-status people (or institutions)
4. Requires excessive admiration
5. Has a sense of entitlement, i.e. unreasonable expectations of especially favorable treatment or automatic compliance with his or her expectations
6. Is interpersonally exploitative, i.e. takes advantage of others to achieve his or her own ends
7. Lacks empathy: is unwilling to recognize or identify with the feelings and needs of others
8. Is often envious of others or believes that others are envious of him or her
9. Shows arrogant, haughty behaviors or attitudes.

The prevalence of those diagnosed with the NPD in the general population has varied according to country and study methods. In an epidemiologic study in the United States with almost 35,000 face to face interviews, the total prevalence rate was 7.7% for men and 4.8% for women (Pulay, Goldstein, & Grant, 2011). Another prevalence study conducted in Norway suggests that the prevalence of NPD is only 0.8% (Torgersen et al., 2001). However, due to the latter study response rate of 57% and small sample size, the numbers could be higher. A study by Pulay et al. (2011) also suggests that the prevalence of NPD declines with age, at 8.9% for those between the ages of 20-34, 6.5% between the ages of 35-59, and 4.4% for age 50 and above. Even though there do not seem to be any studies that have surveyed the prevalence of narcissism among leaders in organizational settings, Skogstad and Einarsen (2009) have attempted to estimate the prevalence of those who potentially would meet the clinical criteria for an NPD diagnosis among Norwegian leaders. Skogstad and Einarsen estimated that almost 3,700 leaders in Norway would at one point in their career meet the NPD clinical criteria. These numbers are estimates, and should be interpreted with caution. However, as “[m]any highly successful individuals display personality traits that might be considered narcissistic [o]nly when these traits are inflexible, maladaptive, and persisting and cause significant functional impairment or subjective distress do they constitute Narcissistic Personality Disorder” (APA, 2000, p. 717). This illustrates that the transition from normal to pathological may not necessarily be categorical.

**Narcissism as a personality trait**

Although this dissertation focuses on assessing narcissism in the general population, the rationale for incorporating research, experience and theories from the clinical literature on narcissism is that those diagnosed with this personality disorder show similar but extreme attitudes and behavioral manifestations that are also present in the non-pathological population. Individuals diagnosed with NPD show “extreme forms which are manifested to a lesser extent in normal individuals” (Raskin & Hall, 1981, p. 159), and when these behaviors
are exhibited in less extreme forms, they could be regarded as a narcissistic personality trait (Emmons, 1987). Moreover, narcissism seems to be “structured similar to other aspects of general personality” (Foster & Campbell, 2007, p. 1321). When studying the normal, non-pathological or sub-pathological segment of the population, it is assumed “that abnormality is continuous with normality” (Raskin & Hall, 1981, p. 159). This continuum stretches from a disorder on one side to the narcissistic personality style on the other (Sperry, 2003). A passage from Kets de Vries and Miller (1997, p. 199) gives a good example of the transition from normal to pathological narcissism:

It must be emphasized, however, that these characteristics occur with different degrees of intensity. A certain dose of narcissism is necessary to function effectively. We all show signs of narcissistic behavior. Among individuals who possess only limited narcissistic tendencies, we find those who are very talented and capable of making great contributions to society. Those who gravitate toward the extremes, however, give narcissism its pejorative reputation. Here we find excesses of rigidity, narrowness, resistance, and discomfort in dealing with the external environment. The managerial implications of narcissism can be both dramatic and crucial.

Contemporary dimensional views on personality disorders do not regard individuals with a personality disorder as being qualitatively distinct from individuals with a normal psychological function; however, they have extreme and maladaptive forms of the same personality that is inherent in all of us (Widiger & Trull, 2007). Studying narcissism in the normal population as a personality trait with dimensional and continuous properties seems justified, and adopting this view is important for the understanding and measurement of narcissism.

The measurement of narcissism

Many attempts have been made to measure narcissism. Early tests were projective, such as the Thematic Apperception Test or the Rorschach (Harder, 1979) or based on information obtained in clinical interviews (e.g. Gunderson, Ronningstam, & Bodkin, 1990). In addition, self-report instruments have also been developed to assess pathological narcissism, such as the Pathological Narcissism Inventory (PNI; Pincus, et al., 2009). There have also been attempts to create a narcissistic profile from measures of personality through the use of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI; Raskin & Novacek, 1989; Rathvon & Holmstrom, 1996), the California Psychological Inventory (CPI; Wink & Gough, 1990), the Hogan Development Survey (Hogan & Hogan, 2001), and the Five-Factor Model (e.g. Corbitt, 2005). However, it was not until the emergence of the NPI (Raskin & Hall, 1979) that psychological research into non-clinical narcissism increased (del Rosario & White, 2005) and flourished (Wallace & Baumeister, 2002). The NPI is, up to the present, the most frequently used (Judge, LePine, & Rich, 2006) measure of non-clinical narcissism, and it seems that it “has achieved acceptance as a measure of subclinical narcissism” (del Rosario & White, 2005, p. 1076).
During the late 1970s, the NPI was developed to explore individual differences in narcissism as they were expressed in the normal population, using the internal consistency and item-total correlation method of test construction (Raskin & Terry, 1988). The NPI was developed from a list of 223 rationally chosen dyadic statements, which were derived from the clinical criteria for NPD described in the DSM-III (Raskin & Hall, 1979). Test takers had to choose between a narcissistic statement and one that was not. An example of one of the dyadic sets of statements is given below, where A is the narcissistic statement.

A. I can read people like a book.
B. People are sometimes hard to understand.

Using item analysis, Raskin and Hall compared each item from the 20 highest-scoring individuals with the 20 lowest-scoring individuals, who both chose the narcissistic alternative. As a result of this analysis, an 80-item inventory was developed. Later, after a series of both published and unpublished studies, a 54-item inventory was developed, measuring a general narcissistic construct (Raskin & Terry, 1988). However, since narcissism seems to be a multifaceted construct, and test development based on the internal consistency approach ignores any subfactors that may arise in complex mental and behavioral phenomena, Raskin and Terry initiated a research agenda to refine the instrument, incorporating multivariate procedures. The result of these analyses was a 40-item instrument with seven interrelated yet distinct factors relating to authority, self-sufficiency, superiority, exhibitionism, exploitativeness, vanity and entitlement.

Other researchers also incorporated the NPI in their research. Emmons (1984, 1987) extracted a 37-item NPI consisting of four factors in his psychometric studies. He labeled the factors exploitativeness/entitlement, leadership/authority, superiority/arrogance and self-absorption/self-admiration. Since then, several other versions have also been extracted, e.g. a 29-item version (Svindseth et al., 2009) and a 16-item version (Ames, Rose, & Anderson, 2006). Recent research has also developed a 13-item NPI (Gentile et al., 2013) to assess narcissism when time or other constraints make it difficult to administer a longer version. However, the most commonly used measures in research into sub-clinical or non-pathological narcissism are the 40-item version (Raskin & Terry, 1988) and the 37-item version (Emmons, 1987).

Current validity issues with the NPI

Later factor analytic studies of the NPI revealed that the instrument did not conform to the previous four- or seven-factor solutions. Kubarych, Deary, and Austin (2004) found in their study two or three factors relating to power, exhibitionism and being a special person, while Corry, Merritt, Mrug, and Pamp (2008) found two factors relating to leadership/authority and exhibitionism/entitlement. In one of the more recent factor studies of the NPI, Ackerman et al. (2011) extracted three factors relating to leadership/authority, grandiose exhibitionism, and entitlement/exploitativeness. This latter factor structure was also supported a priori in Gentile et al.’s (2013) 13 item version. In addition to these studies, others have found support for a two or a single factor (e.g. Barelds & Dijkstra, 2010), or a four factor
solution (e.g. Kansi, 2003; Svindseth et al., 2009). Thus, despite efforts, the NPI has not generated a stable factor structure. Even if the total score of the NPI shows good convergence with NPD (Miller, Gaughan, Pryor, Kamen, & Campbell, 2009) and the prototype of NPD held by experts (Miller & Campbell, 2008), a reliance on a total NPI score also will reduce the complexity of narcissism into a single trait score (Cain, Pincus, & Ansell, 2008). As a replicable and stable factor structure is one of the validity requirements of multidimensional personality instruments (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955), it is absolutely vital that the NPI generates a consistent and replicable factor structure across studies. Understanding the dimensionality of narcissism measured with the NPI is also important if one is to understand the construct itself (Brown, Budzek, & Tamborski, 2009) and predicting various outcomes with any of the past factors may potentially be incorrect.

The use of factor analysis to uncover the underlying factors of an instrument to measure a multidimensional personality is an important endeavor and can be traced to Guilford’s (1946) term ‘factor validity’. Guilford meant that the factorial validity of a test answers the question “[w]hat does this test measure” with “in terms of factors and their loadings” (p.428). Thus, factor analysis can play a role in the construct validity of a measure since the factors can point “out profitable ways of dividing the construct into more meaningful parts” (Cronbach & Mehl, 1955, p. 287), and can “function as constructs” (p. 287). Thus, one way of establishing construct validity is by defining the internal structure of the measure (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). As such, a factor structure identifies the theoretical underlying structure of a construct (Steger, 2006) and what it is supposed to measure (Floyd & Widaman, 1995). Content validity is one important part of the overall construct validity because it can provide evidence about individual elements and whether they are representative of the construct under consideration (Haynes, Richard, & Kubany, 1995). In relation to the factor structure of NPI, identification of a stable and consistent factor solution can support both construct and content validity through the factor’s correspondence to the criteria in the DSM from which it was derived. In addition, if it is also possible to replicate an extracted factor structure in subsequent samples, it will help strengthen the structural validity of the instrument (Steger, 2006).

As well as stable factor structure, there are presently two versions of the NPI with different items being used to assess narcissism. These two are Emmons’ (1987) 37 item version and Raskin & Terry’s (1988) 40 item version. These two versions of the NPI have 31 items in common. That is, 6 are unique to Emmons’ version, and 9 items are unique to Raskin and Terry’s version. Even though the psychometric studies reviewed here have used Raskin & Terry’s 40 item version, Emmons’ 37 item version is also being used in research (e.g. Judge et al., 2006; Rosenthal & Hooley, 2010). As a consequence, the different items might have their own specific variance, and may also create slightly different results. Since these are the most commonly used NPI versions, the shared items should have high content validity as content validity can be thought of as the degree of agreement on definitions and item selections among experts (Messick, 1995). Messick goes on and argues that expert agreement will also address the content aspect of construct validity by defining representativeness, relevance, and the boundaries of the construct or test under consideration. Instead of a continuous use of
preferring one version over the other, common items could reflect a baseline of narcissistic items based on expert agreement.

**Assessing narcissism with the NPI using different response scales**

As well as the issues regarding a stable factor structure, several studies report using a response format other than the traditional forced choice when assessing narcissism with the NPI. Both a four-point Likert scale (e.g. Egan & McCorkindale, 2007), and a five-point Likert scale (e.g. de Zavala, Cichocka, Eidelson, & Jayawickreme, 2009; Barelds & Dijkstra, 2010), have been used in research with the NPI. Using different response formats with the same instrument may create different predictive validities especially since other response formats than the traditional forced choice are not widely used and validated (Ackerman et al., 2011). It is therefore important to test whether there are any differences in predictions and association with other personality measures between the different response formats.

Both Kubarych et al. (2004) and Corry et al. (2008) have argued that the forced choice format of the NPI may be replaced on a rating scale to allow respondents to express the degree of their narcissistic traits. Instead of using the traditional forced choice or dichotomy, other methods of scale construction are available. From both stimulus centered and subject centered scale methods we find Thurstone, Q-sort, rank-order, semantic differential, Guttman, Rasch, and external criterion methods (Dawis, 1987). However, probably the most popular and commonly used method in personality assessment is the Likert scale (Likert, 1932). Likert scales let respondents choose and “assign values to entities based on an underlying continuum defined by the anchors on the scale” (Meyers, Gamst, & Guarino, 2006, p. 20). A Likert response format might be a good alternative, both theoretically and statistically. In theory, a nuanced response scale might better reflect the degree of narcissism, as personality is seldom, if ever, categorical. Statistically, a dichotomous response scale faces statistical limitations at the item level when analyzing items with Pearson correlations, as most statistical programs do (e.g. Kubinger, 2003). Although tetrachoric correlations are usually recommended for dichotomous data, they might in some cases lead to an incorrect number of factors (e.g. Muthén, 1989). Conversely, a Likert scale would provide higher correlations and variances among the items (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994) and may also represent an underlying continuum for the dimensionality of a trait (Pantern, Swygert, Dahlstrom, & Tanaka, 1997). Likert scale scoring has also been superior to dichotomous scoring in other personality measures (e.g. Stöber, Dette, & Musch, 2002).

In conclusion, there do not seem to be any studies that have found a replicable and stable factor structure for the common NPI items from Emmons’ 37 item NPI (1987) and Raskin and Terry’s 40 item NPI (1988), and whether this factor structure replicates across samples and response format. In addition, there do not seem to be any studies that have investigated the predictive validity of the NPI with the traditional dichotomous response scale and a Likert response scale in the same study.
Narcissism and leadership

While narcissism may be one of the constituents of derailed leadership, it is also one of the traits of many of today’s business leaders (Furnham, 2008). Leaders with narcissistic tendencies have been described in business as CEOs (Chatterjee & Hambrick, 2007), and as political and state leaders (Deluga, 1997; Post, 1986, 1993). Among those leaders described with narcissistic traits we find direct tyrants such as Saddam Hussein, Josef Stalin and Adolf Hitler (Glad, 2002), Mao Zedong (Sheng, 2001) and other political leaders such as Benjamin Netanyahu (Kimhi, 2001). In business, we find leaders such as Steve Jobs (Robins & Paulhus, 2001), Jack Welch, Bill Gates (Rosenthal & Pittinsky, 2006), Pehr Gyllenhammar and Jan Carlzon (Maccoby, 2003). In the business setting, these leaders may not meet the criteria to be psychiatrically diagnosed, but have instead been described as “PR-hungry superstars with stimulating personalities”, working for admiration rather than being loved (Rosenthal, 2006, p. 47). One common factor that unites them, though, is that people with narcissistic traits often prefer positions of power.

As narcissists are usually domineering people (Emmons, 1984), primarily driven by power and glory (Maccoby, 2000), “generally acknowledged to be high in the need for control, status, […] and achievement” (Paunonen, Lönnquist, Verkasalo, Leikas, & Nissinen, 2006, p. 476), they will often prefer leadership positions. A leadership position will also provide many of the gratifications a narcissist seeks, such as success, prestige and admiration (Kernberg, 1979). The constant flow of admiration many leaders experience will help to foster the narcissist’s internally weak self (Post, 1986), which makes a leadership position especially desirable. This persistence or drive for leadership positions may not always lead to a deterioration in organizational performance, but performance and company strategy development tend to swing from extreme lows to extreme highs (Chatterjee & Hambrick, 2007) without any clear advantages. As such, any achievements the narcissistic leader experiences will also feed their grandiosity (Maccoby, 2000) which may again inspire even further overconfidence and risk taking for the companies they lead.

This narcissistic overconfidence was exemplified in a study by Campbell, Goodie, and Foster (2004) where participants could bet on the accuracy of their knowledge. The results showed that narcissists overrated their knowledge, and that their knowledge was not associated with actual accuracy. When they bet on their knowledge accuracy, they did so with higher and riskier bets and thus ended up losing more of the bets. In an organizational setting, Chatterjee and Hambrick (2007) compared the performance of a narcissistic CEO with a roller-coaster ride, and suggested that when the stakes are high, they also tend to bet highly. This might in some instances result in high returns, but when their decisions rely on overconfidence, their decision base may be highly uncertain, and will as a result lead to extreme losses in many situations.

Even if having a narcissistic boss can lead to extreme up and downsides, one of the challenges of selecting leaders today is that the business world often encourage arrogant, self-confident and self-important people (Furnham, 2008). Paradoxically, a leadership position is also the most socially acceptable place to practice power and authority, and as such, narcissists may sometimes correspond to what we as followers expect from our leaders, and
match our implicit theory of leadership. When they are hired, the group surrounding them usually offers no real opposition and will not question their grandiose ideas (Kernberg, 1979). This group of admirers will play into the narcissist’s needs and will further degenerate their leadership. The outcome may be a deterioration of organizational performance, a poor forum for problem solving, loss of creativity, and sick and unmotivated staff. Those that offer opposition will often be pushed aside and left as a silent dissatisfied group.

Previous empirical studies have reported that narcissism is negatively related to contextual and overall job performance (Moscoso & Salgado, 2004) and Judge et al. (2006) found support for the theory that narcissists not only receive more negative ratings for contextual performance and supervisors’ ratings of leadership, but narcissism was also positively related to workplace deviance. After several sessions of group discussions, Paulhus (1998) found that narcissists appeared unenjoyably, arrogant and hostile, and were perceived by the others in the group as braggarts and as over-estimators of their own abilities.

Furthermore, as narcissists have low levels of empathy (Watson, Grisham, Trotter, & Biderman, 1984; APA, 2000), they should not be associated with leadership. Emotional abilities and especially empathy have predicted perceived leadership ability (Kellet, Humphrey, & Sleeth, 2002), in addition to peer rated relations leadership and task leadership (Kellet, Humphrey, & Sleeth, 2006). Those leaders that respect, support, and are interested in the welfare of their employees, seem to be better leaders. Narcissists tend instead to revolve around their own success, power, glory, and adoration from others (Raskin & Novacek, & Hogan, 1991). They are guided by an idiosyncratic, self-centered view of the world (Rosenthal & Pittinsky, 2006), and are exploitive individuals that will devaluate and criticize others (Lubit, 2002). In addition, narcissists have problems with intimacy (Campbell, Foster, & Finkel, 2002) and emotional closeness (Brunell et al. 2008), which can imply that they will also have problems creating stable interpersonal relationships at work. This may endanger their ability to lead and guide their employees, to listen and respond to constructive feedback, and cause conflicts with and among coworkers. Feedback from others is attributed as a threat to the ego and the narcissist response is often aggression (Vazire & Funder, 2006), which in organizations may be manifested in behavior such as bullying, attacking others verbally, taking credit for the work of others, or attempts to destroy a coworker’s career.

The consequence of selecting people with high narcissistic tendencies for leadership position seems obvious. But the effects of such leadership can reach further than their immediate subordinates. Usually a leader has not only subordinates, but also colleagues and supervisors. That is, as well as those below them, two other groups of employees can be affected by a narcissist’s leadership in an organization. However, the reach of their consequences is not constrained to being an intraorganizational issue, others outside the organization can also be affected. Customers or collaborating partners working with the narcissistic leader can also be affected. These are the visible costs, but there are hidden costs as well. The loss of employees is a major concern, as well as sick leave, loss of creativity, and lower moral and well-being among the workers.

In conclusion, the effect of narcissistic leadership is not always direct and measurable, but also brings hidden costs. Narcissists will be found in leadership positions where they can practice and gain recognition for authority, power and admiration. Their strong self-
confidence, beliefs of superiority and lack of introspective qualities will also lead to self-nomination (Hogan et al., 1990). As such, narcissists are not only attracted to leadership positions, and also hired, and the reason why they are able to slip through selection procedures is by appearing more leader-like.

**Leadership selection**

“The question of the best combinations of character qualities for success in different occupations has long been of interest” (Achilles & Achilles, 1917, p. 305) and accumulating empirical evidence suggests that some leaders perform better than others. Among the several criteria for success in leadership, there is transformational leadership (Judge & Piccolo, 2004; Judge, Piccolo, & Ilies, 2004; Dvir, Eden, Avolio, & Shamir, 2002) and Leader-Member Exchange (e.g. Gerstner & Day, 1997). However, how others perceive individual leadership may not necessarily lead to leadership effectiveness (Kaiser, Hogan, & Craig, 2008), which makes more objective and standardized measures in leadership selection processes important for organizations. Although current research has not been devoted especially to executive selection (Thornton, Hollenbeck, & Johnson, 2010), much of the current knowledge of leader selection relies on results from personnel and lower leadership selection.

The different criteria to assist recruiters in making informed choices among potential candidates includes biodata, tests of cognitive ability, personality inventories, interviews, and use of assessment centers (Hough & Oswald, 2000). Although a collection of different selection methods will increase prediction accuracy, more tests will also increase the need for external professional support and the cost of selection.

One valid individual predictor of future overall job performance is intelligence or general mental ability (GMA) (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). GMA is usually defined in the literature “as any measure that combines two, three, or specific aptitudes, or any measure that includes a variety of items measuring specific abilities (e.g. verbal, numerical, spatial)” (Salgado et al., 2003, p. 1068). GMA is also a better predictor of job performance than job experience (Schmidt & Hunter, 2004). Despite the usefulness of GMA testing, intelligence tests are seldom used in selection as a standardized HR practice. One reason might be that HR practitioner journals have seldom reported their benefits (Rynes, Giluk, & Brown, 2007). Instead, organizations and recruiters have utilized other predictors of stable individual differences such as personality tests, which yield a higher correlation with leadership (Judge, Bono, Ilies, & Gerhardt, 2002) than intelligence (Judge, Colbert, & Ilies, 2004). In addition to personality testing, job interviews are the most common of all selection methods (Posthuma, Morgeson, & Campion, 2002; Hogan & Kaiser, 2005; Macan, 2009; Ryan, McFarland, Baron, & Page, 1999). Questions thus arise about the validity of the job interview, and whether interviews can distinguish between preferable and less preferable candidates.
Selection interviews

A job interview is defined as a “selection procedure designed to predict future job performance on the basis of applicants’ oral responses to oral inquiries” (McDaniel, Whetzel, Schmidt, & Maurer, 1994). Broadly speaking, selection or employment interviews can be divided into two groups, structured and unstructured. In their pure form, unstructured interviews are an informal conversation between the interviewee and the interviewer/s. On the other hand, structured interviews are defined as “any enhancement of the interview that is intended to increase psychometric properties by increasing standardization or otherwise assisting the interviewer in determining what questions to ask or how to evaluate responses” (Campion, Palmer, & Campion, 1997, p. 656). In practice however, job interviews seldom belong to either a structured or unstructured category, but interviews are structured along a continuum from unstructured through semi-structured to structured (e.g. Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham, 2010). Therefore, the degree of interview structure is based on the degree of standardization of the questions, and the standardization of the evaluation of the answers (Macan, 2009). However, there is little agreement over the nature of the dimensionality and what constitutes interview structure (Dipboye, Macan, & Shahani-Denning, 2012). For example, Campion et al. (1997) identified 15 components relating to the nature of the questions and the evaluations of the responses in structured interviews.

With this consideration in mind, of the two broad forms of interviews, structured interviews have proved to be the best predictors of future job performance (e.g. McDaniel et al., 1994), and structured interviews have twice the predictive validity of unstructured interviews (Wiesner & Cronshaw, 1988). One reason for the higher predictive validity of structured interviews are that they rate constructs such as job relevant knowledge and skills, which tend to be better predictors of job performance than education, experience, and interests, which are more frequently rated in low or unstructured interviews (Huffcutt, Conway, Roth, & Stone, 2001). Other reasons for the higher validity of structured interviews, over that of unstructured interviews, are that they may be less open to interviewer bias. In this respect, pre-planning the interview such that each applicant receives the same questions and in the same order, standardizing the evaluation of the responses, and ensuring that the interviewer has little autonomy in the administration and coding of the interview may help to decrease interviewer bias (Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham, 2010).

The questions asked are one of the many important components or characteristics, and determinants of the different sub-types of structured interviews. Campion et al. (1997) identified four types of questions in their extensive review: situational questions, past behavior questions, background questions, and job knowledge questions. Situational questions ask candidates to explain what they would do or how they would behave in a hypothetical situation, which may occur in the job. Past behavior questions ask candidates about what they have done in the past that might be relevant for the job for which they are applying. Thus, past behavior questions focus on past behavior, whereas situational questions focus on future behavior. The third types of structured questions are background questions. Background questions usually focus on a candidate’s experiences, education, and other qualifications, which may be important for the job. Job knowledge questions allow candidates to demonstrate their job knowledge by asking what they would do if they were confronted with a
particular challenge that is relevant to the job. Of these types of different questions, there seems to be a preference for investigating the validity of past behavior, and for situational interviews.

In one of the early meta-analysis of employment interviews, McDaniel et al. (1994) showed that situational interviews were a better predictor of job performance than job related or psychological interviews (interviews conducted by a psychologist), although psychological interviews were slightly better predictors of training performance than situational interviews. In a study of managers, only the past behavior structured interview significantly predicted job performance, while a situational interview did not (Krajewski, Goffin, McCarthy, Rothstein, & Johnston, 2006). Past behavioral interviews are also more resilient to fakery than situational interviews (Levashina & Campion, 2007).

**Interview assessment of psychological constructs**

Although the emphasis in research has been on the reliability and validity of different interviews, there has been less research on the kind of psychological constructs assessed in the interview (Huffcutt et al., 2001). Moreover, few studies have been devoted to investigating whether interviews actually measure the construct they were designed to measure (Posthuma et al., 2002). In a meta-analysis of the construct validity of the employment interviews, Salgado and Moscoso (2002) studied two forms of interviews, conventional and behavioral interviews, and their relationships with a wide variety of individual characteristics. Although they did not classify the interviews as either structured or unstructured, conventional interviews typically ask questions relating to self-evaluation, checking credentials, and description of experience, whereas behavior interviews are composed of questions relating to on the job experiences and other behavioral components. Their results indicated that not only were the two types of interviews distinct, they also measured different constructs. Conventional interviews were mainly able to assess an interviewee’s GMA, the Big-Five personality dimensions, and social skills. On the other hand, behavioral interviews assessed job knowledge, job experience, situational judgment, and social skills.

In a meta-analysis by Huffcutt et al. (2001), the aim was not only to study the degree to which an interview is able to assess psychological constructs, but also whether there is a difference between interview structure and what is assessed. Of the 47 interview studies that were included in the analysis, 19 were coded as low structured interviews and 28 as high structured interviews. Interviews were coded as high structured if the majority of the questions were specified before the interviews were conducted. In the low structured category, the interviews did not have predefined questions. These unstructured interviews were also quite loose in respect to both topics covered and questions asked. Overall, the results showed that personality traits and social skills were among the most rated constructs for both interview categories. Of these traits and skills, conscientiousness, interpersonal skills, mental capability, and knowledge and skills were the most rated constructs. Huffcutt et al. also found that low structured interviews mainly focused on general intelligence, education, interests, and experience, whereas high structured interviews focused on job knowledge and skills, and interpersonal and social skills. These results may indicate that the type of interview has a
different impact on the constructs measured, and may even have an impact upon final selection decisions.

So far, the reviewed studies have focused on meta-analytical approaches to the interview-psychological construct relationship. Few studies have focused on personality saturation in actual employment interviews (Roth, Van Iddekinge, Huffcutt, & Edison Jr. & Schmit, 2005) or on the difference between self-reported measures of personality and interview assessed personality (Van Iddekinge, Raymark, Edison Jr., & Attenweiler, 2004). Van Iddekinge et al. investigated the relationship between applicants’ self-reported personality and two highly structured behavior description interviews conducted by two interviewers who independently evaluated each applicant’s personality. Their results showed limited support for the idea that interviews are able to measure self-reported personality. Van Iddekinge et al. attributed the predictive validity of structured behavioral interviews to other interviewee characteristics that are unrelated to the construct of interest, and suggested that “structured interviews demonstrate content- and criterion-related validity, but lack construct validity” (p. 90). This lack of construct validity was further supported by Roth et al. (2005), who found that the highest correlations between a behavior description interview and self-reported FFM of personality were openness and extraversion (.12), and they concluded that “most structured interviews are not saturated with a great deal of personality variance” (p. 269). This finding can however be challenged because their interviews, which they developed specifically to assess five personality dimensions, had only 6 items.

If interviews were designed specifically to assess personality, with multiple items per construct, the correlation between self-reported personality and interview ratings might be stronger (Macan, 2009). Van Iddekinge, Raymark, and Roth (2005) developed a structured interview based on only three dimensions from the Revised NEO Personality Inventory, and went to great lengths to ensure that the interview process could tap the constructs of interest. These steps included training interviewers, a laborious question development process to ensure accurate measurement of the constructs, and they made interviewers evaluate respondent’s answers immediately after they were given to avoid any impression effects that could arise if evaluation was prolonged. Van Iddelinge et al. reported a valid and reliable correspondence between self-reported NEO ratings and interviewer ratings (the correlations ranged from .20 – .43). Although these results are promising in the sense that they mean personality could be assessed during a highly structured and specific interview, other processes might interfere with the accuracy of personality assessment and other interview ratings of job applicants. One reason for this interference may be that the interpretation of personality constructs in structured interviews relies heavily upon human information processing and that applicant social skills may influence interviewers, making it difficult to measure the content of underlying personality constructs in a reliable and valid way (Roth et al., 2005). For practical selection purposes, a non-personality-based interview is preferred over one designed to assess personality, since the costs involved in administrating a well-validated personality inventory are relatively small compared to those of a personality-based interview (Van Iddekinge et al., 2005), and there may be limits to how clinically oriented interviews used for practical selection can be. Using both objective and subjective methods to assess potential job candidates is indeed important, since HRM professionals are found to rely
on intuition to guide their selection decisions (Lodato, Highhouse, & Brooks, 2010), and an interviewer’s own personality traits such as openness is also related to their accuracy when they predict an interviewee’s personality (Christiansen, Wolcott-Burnam, Jancovics, Burns, & Quirk, 2005).

Although the various selection methods rely on years of scientific results, one of the challenges of today’s selection processes is that they are usually designed to tap normal and bright personality dimensions, rather than dark and destructive ones. It is not their bright characteristics that usually separates a good leader from a bad one: usually they are “confident, energetic, and socially skilled” (Hogan, 1994, p. 13). As Hogan further argues, dark-side characteristics are not necessarily pathological, but an extension of normal personality, hard to detect in an interview or in normal personality measures. Thus, candidates that we would otherwise avoid in leadership may mask their dark sides and show only their bright sides during selection.

**Narcissism and leader selection**

As previously explained, narcissists are attracted to leadership positions because of their inherent need for admiration, power and prestige. Since interviews do not seem to have high associations with personality as suggested above, they may be susceptible to a candidate’s impression management. Meta-analytic evidence suggests that impression management tactics and the appearance of the interviewee do affect employment interviews (Barrick, Shaffer, & DeGrassi, 2009), although this effect was reduced by higher structures of the interview. In interviews, the narcissist is given an opportunity to self-enhance and excel (e.g. Hogan & Kaiser, 2005). Oltmanns, Friedman, Fiedler, and Turkheimer, (2004) selected a group of enlisted military personnel because they met the criteria for a personality disorder. They were videotaped during a diagnostic interview and these videotapes were later rated by a group of student colleagues. The videotaped participants who had dispositions toward, and had met the clinical criteria for, NPD were also rated by the students as likeable and attractive. One reason for narcissist popularity ratings may be the way they dress and appear, manifested in physical cues such as choice of clothes and facial expressions (Vazire, Naumann, Rentfrow, & Gosling, 2008), and also in how they verbally express themselves (Back, Schmukle, & Egloff, 2010). However, in Oltmanns et al.’s (2004) study of enlisted military personnel, all participants had the same military uniforms, and had similar short haircuts. Thus, other physical or non-physical cues than cloths and haircuts seem to affect narcissist’s popularity ratings.

In a series of group discussions, Paulhus (1998) investigated how self-ratings of narcissism could be related to interpersonal ratings such as social and intellectual skills, by others in leaderless group discussions. After the first meeting, others in the group rated narcissists as entertaining, confident, and intelligent. Narcissism was also significantly but negatively related to being boring. These initial positive ratings may be a result of that narcissists are confident and extraverted, and will therefore also speak up more frequently and express their opinions and belief, and thus be perceived as competent and effective (Brunell et
al., 2008). Since narcissists need others to maintain their inflated self-view, they have
developed skills to help them to initiate relationships with other. Since socially skilled
applicants will have a higher possibility of being successful in both conventional and
behavioral interviews (Salgado & Moscoso, 2002), narcissists will rise to the occasion and
shine. Roulin, Bangerter, and Yerly (2011) showed that candidates who made unique
impressions, and gave unique answers to questions, also received higher interview evaluations
and had improved chances of receiving a job offer. This uniqueness effect is often exploited
by narcissists, as they are the people who “seek to stand out from the crowd” (Paulhus & John,
1998, p. 1045), blinding the interviewer(s) with their enthusiasm, charm and rhetoric
(Maccoby, 2000; Lubit, 2002). In a recent study, Paulhus, Westlake, Calvez, and Harms
(2013) found that during simulated interviews, those with high narcissism were also given
higher hirability ratings. As such, there is a real threat that selection interviews do not detect
darker personality traits, and that strong social skills can mask an applicant’s aberrant
personality. Reynolds and Clark (2001) found, in a clinical sample consisting of in- and
outpatients undergoing treatment, that assertiveness (one of the facets of the extraversion
factor in the NEO-PI-R (Costa & McCrae, 1992)) was positively associated with those who
met the clinical criteria for the narcissistic personality disorder. In a meta-study with both
clinical and non-clinical samples of the relationship between the five-factor model of
personality and personality disorders, narcissism was consistently related to extraversion
(Saulsman & Page, 2004). Thus, there seems to be supportive evidence for narcissists having
a personality especially associated with extraversion (e.g. Pauhus, 2001), but we could also
speculate about whether narcissism could have behavioral manifestations similar to that of
extraversion.

Extraversion is the strongest correlate of transformational leadership (Bono & Judge,
2004) and is among the personality traits that have the highest correlation with leader
emergence (e.g. Judge et al., 2002), and in particular in studies of leaderless groups
(Ensari, Riggio, Christian, & Carslaw, 2011). Thus, among the factors in the five-factor model
of normal personality, extraversion seems particularly relevant for leader emergence, and this
is probably due to the fact that extraversion may create an impression of being leader-like.
During high structured mock interviews, Barrick et al. (2012) found that extraversion and
verbal skills were significantly associated with interview ratings, and the same may be the
case for narcissism. Osborn, Field, and Veres (1998) found that extraversion was predictive of
overall interview performance in so far as the applicants also had a higher self-monitoring
score. Here, high self-monitors are defined as people who “control and manipulate images of
themselves projected to others. They are sensitive to what behaviors are appropriate in the
immediate situation and are willing to change their actions and statements to win approval of
others” (p. 145). These tendencies can resemble the self-presentation of a classic narcissist.
Interestingly, Osborn et al. also found support for the idea that low self-monitoring extroverts
obtained lower interview ratings, suggesting that perhaps narcissistic over-claiming and self-
enhancement may be credited in real interviews, rather than their extraversion. Thus, if both
extraversion and narcissism make people appear leader-like, how will these two traits work
together in predicting leader appearance? Will narcissism add to the effect of extraversion, or
will the variables work interactively in predicting leader emergence in an interview situation.
That is, will narcissism have incremental variance beyond the variance explained by extraversion, or will the interaction between these two traits explain additional variance beyond the main effects. In addition to this, support for the leader-like appearance of narcissists has been reported in several studies involving group discussions where the members rate each other’s leadership.

Brunell et al., (2008) conducted three studies to investigate whether those scoring highly on narcissism emerged as leaders in leaderless group discussions. Brunell et al. found that narcissism was significantly related to other group member’s ratings of leadership in the first two studies with students as participants. In the last study, the participants were managers enrolled in an MBA program and were given an assignment involving the allocation of financial resources. In the latter study, expert raters monitored and later rated the participants to the extent that they emerged as leaders. The results supported the idea that self-reported narcissism was significantly related to leadership ratings. Further supportive evidence for these findings was obtained by Nevicka, De Hoogh, Van Vianen, Beersma, & Mellwain (2011a). Here, the authors speculated as to whether or not narcissists emerged as leaders, dependent on the context. The authors manipulated the teams to be under either a low or high reward interdependence condition, in a team oriented computer simulation task. Under the high reward interdependence condition, each participant had an incentive to interact more often to obtain higher reward, whereas under the low reward interdependence condition, participants had less incentive to work as a group, but could rather work independently to obtain an individual reward. The results supported the idea that narcissistic individuals were chosen as leaders by their team members, irrespective of the context. Other empirical studies also suggest that not only do narcissists emerge as leaders through other group members, they are also perceived as more effective leaders (Nevicka, Ten Velden, De Hoogh, & Van Vianen, 2011b). Consequently, narcissists will not only be present in leadership selection settings, they are also expected to perform well in such settings.

Overall research purposes

Because of the narcissist’s intense need for power, admiration, and success, a leadership position may function as a way of fulfilling these needs (e.g. Kernberg, 1979). By appearing confident (Campbell et al., 2004; Paulhus, 1998), authoritative (Nevicka et al., 2011b), and with high self-esteem (Sedikides, Rudich, Gregg, Kumashiro, & Rusbult, 2004), narcissists may resemble our implicit image of a prototypical leader, appearing leader-like to those who evaluates their leadership potential and recruit them. Thus, they would be able to not only slip through leadership selection processes, but would also be doing well in such settings. Do narcissists jeopardize leadership selection? Through three independent yet interrelated studies, this dissertation’s main objective is to demonstrate that narcissists are perhaps over-credited in real-life leadership selection processes, mainly by appearing leader-like.

Study 1 addresses the main focus of this dissertation, and seeks to investigate whether there is a positive relationship between scores on a narcissism inventory and interview ratings
in a selection interview during a NCO admission process. As interviews are, in many selection processes, heavily weighted in the final selection decision, will narcissism also have a positive indirect effect upon final NCO admission? As well as addressing these points in the first sample, we have also speculated above about whether narcissism would have the same effects as extraversion, as extraverts are related to leadership emergence. Sample Two in Study 1 will, in addition to replicating the effects of narcissism on the selection criterion, also include the five-factor model of normal personality to address whether narcissism could explain over and beyond the five-factor model, and if there is any interactive effect between narcissism and extraversion in predicting interview ratings.

The use of different response styles can be an issue regarding the predictive validity of the instrument since a Likert response style has not been frequently used or tested together with the traditional dichotomous scale (e.g. Ackerman et al., 2011). Interviews also tend to assess a range of components, from background questions to more open-ended questions relating to job relevant knowledge (e.g. Campion et al., 1997). Therefore, it may seem as if narcissists will not be associated with more objective assessment, but when they are freer to self-enhance, such as boasting about their accomplishments, they will tend to do better.

Study 2 replicates and extends Study 1 by including two different interview ratings, future school potential and future leadership potential. Including two types of interview ratings makes it possible to explore the types of interviews in which narcissists will successfully self-enhance. Study 2 also tests how narcissism and extraversion will work together in predicting interview ratings, and whether there are any differences in the predictive validity of either a dichotomous or a Likert response scale.

In the introduction above, ample examples were given for the theory that the NPI has an unstable factor structure across studies. The research presented identified a varying number of factors, either one or two (Barelds & Dijkstra, 2010), three (Kubarych et al., 2004; Corry et al., 2008; Ackerman et al., 2011), or four or seven (Emmons, 1987; Raskin & Terry, 1988). Whether these results are a consequence of subjective decisions or an unstable instrument is difficult to say, and the continuing use of the total score of the NPI is limited in respect to only investigating an overall narcissism score, rather than being a multidimensional measure of narcissism.

Study 3 tries to test whether it is possible to extract a stable, consistent and theoretically meaningful factor structure with the dichotomous NPI and to further test this with confirmatory approaches in subsequent samples, also including a sample with a Likert response scale. In doing so, only the common items from Emmons (1987) and Raskin and Terry (1988) are chosen to represent narcissism because they should have considerable content validity as judged by expert raters in the field. These factors can be contrasted with the five-factor model of normal personality and inspected for any convergent or divergent correlations between samples.
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General discussion

In the introduction to this dissertation support was provided for the idea that many of the leaders in organizations do not perform as expected. Although various reasons were presented for why these leaders fail, there was also support for the idea that their lack of interpersonal skills was a common denominator. In a job setting, the lack of interpersonal skills can manifest in behavior such as not being able to relate to others and gain stable interpersonal relationships, lack of understanding of subordinates, and of coworkers needs and feelings. As narcissists need power, admiration, and control, it is highly likely that they will be attracted to leadership positions to fulfill these needs. As such, narcissism may be one of the reasons for the high number of leadership failures. As well as having an attraction to, narcissists will also perform well in situations where they can show or brag of their leadership potential. Therefore, the main objective of this dissertation was to learn more about how a few, but potentially destructive, leader candidates may increase their chances of slipping past ordinary leader selection practices by appearing leader-like. Study 1 and one of the objectives of Study 2 aimed to test the effects of narcissism in a real-life selection setting. In both studies, there was replicated support for the idea that narcissism was significantly related to interview ratings, NCO admission, and that narcissism had an indirect effect upon NCO admission through the interview ratings. Study 2 also found support for the idea that narcissism was related to leadership potential ratings, but not to future school ratings.

In Study 2, the predictive validity of both a dichotomous and a Likert scored NPI was tested. Through a randomization of these two response scales to the respondents, the dichotomous NPI provided slightly higher predictive validity. Thus, at least for the total NPI score, a dichotomous NPI seems to be a somewhat better predictor than a Likert based NPI, although the differences in predictions were small. In addition to this, there was also speculation about whether narcissism and extraversion would have interaction effects when predicting interview ratings. Interaction effects were found between narcissism and extraversion in both Study 1 and Study 2, predicting interview and leadership ratings. That is, a low extraversion score was associated with a high interview score when the narcissism score was also high. Conversely, a high extraversion score was associated with a high interview rating only when the narcissism score was low. This interaction effect was not found when narcissism was assessed with a Likert scale.

The results from Study 3 supported the extraction of a five factor solution with factors relating to exploitativeness, authority, exhibitionism, vanity, and superiority, which were later tested with confirmatory analyses. The five factor solution was preferred over that of a 2, 3, and 4 factor solution, and was also preferred irrespective of response format. Convergent correlations were also obtained between the extracted five factors and the five-factor model of personality (i.e. NEO-PI-R and NEO-PI-3) in all three samples, providing support for the extracted factors. Taken together, the results from Study 2 and 3 suggested only small differences in the validity of the NPI scoring with either a dichotomous or a Likert response format.
Narcissism and appearance in selection interviews

First of all, the results from Study 1 indicate that those with narcissistic tendencies are credited in interview situations where one of the assessment criteria is leadership potential. Secondly, these results also tell us that interview ratings are weighted such that high ratings also lead to a higher probability of NCO admission, and narcissists seem to jeopardize selection settings mainly through being credited in the selection interview. Finally, in Sample Two narcissism had a direct effect on NCO admission beyond interview ratings. This last result indicates that there may be other channels in the selection process which narcissists are able to influence to their benefit.

The interview used in the two selection processes in Study 1 was accompanied by an interview guide that gave a clear description of the different aspects for assessment. The interview guide also allowed for additional probing should the interviewer feel that they wanted more knowledge of the individual aspects. As such, the interview was not highly structured but could instead be regarded as semi-structured. As a consequence, the interview could have been affected by applicants’ impression management tactics, which tend to be reduced when interview structure is high (e.g. Barrick et al., 2009). A lower structured interview seems thus more open and susceptible to narcissistic self-enhancement, as Barrick et al. found a sample-weighted mean correlation, corrected for criterion unreliability, of .21 between highly structured interviews and impression management, and a correlation of .46 with impression management where interview structure was low. In Study 1 the correlations between narcissism and interview ratings were .11 and .12 (for Samples One and Two respectively). In Study 2 the interview structure was increased compared to that of Study 1. Interviewers received more training before conducting the interviews and the interview guide that accompanied the interview also had a higher degree of structure than in Study 1. This new interview guide had a better description and examples of areas to cover, and concrete examples of how to score applicant responses to the questions. This ensured that each applicant received the same type of questions and was evaluated on the basis of the same criteria. Here, the same correlation of .11 between narcissism and leadership interview ratings was found, irrespective of response format. As such, all the interviews in the present study context seemed to be less open to positive impressions by narcissists than earlier research has suggested. However, we could speculate about whether conventional interviews with a low structure, which may more often be a selection method for higher level leadership positions, are more susceptible to narcissistic self-presentations.

As well as increasing the standardization of the interview in Study 2 compared to that of Study 1, there were also two new dimensions of interview assessment: school prognosis and a leadership prognosis. A school prognosis assessed how each applicant was perceived to perform in the training period, given the great amount of both theoretical and practical education. The leadership prognosis, on the other hand, assessed perceptions of an applicant’s potential to become an officer. It was hypothesized that narcissism should relate differently to each of these types of assessments, and it did. Narcissism was significantly related to the leadership interview rating, but not to the school interview rating. These results suggest that narcissists seem to be credited only in particular types of interviews. Narcissism was only rated positively when candidates were questioned about their self-perceived strengths and
weaknesses, stress tolerance, past leadership experience, and interviewer’s perceptions of their general appearance and communication skills throughout the interview. When the interviewers asked questions with relatively objective topics, such as about past school performance, motivation to seek military leader training, and past study habits, they did not obtain higher interview ratings than other candidates.

It was suggested that narcissists would shine during interviews where they are given an opportunity to self-enhance (Hogan & Kaiser, 2005), and the results suggest they would do so, as they received higher ratings in interviews assessing leadership potential. Past research has indicated that when narcissists are given a chance to over-claim every day and academic knowledge, they do so consistently, even if they are warned that the knowledge claims are foils, put there by the researchers (Paulhus, Harms, Bruce, & Lysy, 2003). When narcissists were presented with difficult and stressful tasks, they actually improved their performance when they had an opportunity to self-enhance (Wallace & Baumeister, 2002). This over-claiming tendency by narcissists may be a result of their need to demonstrate status and superiority through self-promotion (Wallace, 2011). Similar support was obtained in Paulhus et al. (2013) where the authors found that those with high narcissism increased their self-promotion behavior in simulated interviews when they thought experts as opposed to non-expert evaluated them.

A selection interview not only gives people a chance to present their job-relevant skills and abilities, it is also an arena for self-promotion. Communication skills and appearance also seem to be tied to interview ratings, and in the introduction we speculated about whether high narcissism may have the same effect on interview ratings as high extraversion. In both Study 1 and in Study 2, support for this assumption was found. A significant interaction effect between narcissism and extraversion when predicting interview ratings was found in Sample Two in Study 1, and later replicated in Study 2, when predicting leadership interview ratings, but only for the dichotomous NPI. In these two studies, those with a high narcissism score and a low extraversion score had relatively higher interview ratings than those with low elevations of both traits. These results illustrate that elevated narcissism can compensate for low extraversion as others perceive these people as having leadership potential in an interview situation.

**Narcissism and perceptions of leadership**

Even though three independent studies showed replicated support for a positive narcissism – interview relationship, narcissism was also significantly and positively related to NCO admission in the second sample in Study 1, and also after controlling for interview ratings. Therefore, it may be that there are other channels besides interviews, where narcissists can jeopardize selection outcomes. One explanation for this finding could be that narcissists are simply perceived as having high leadership potential in selection settings. In addition, narcissists improved their performance in conditions where they were able to self-enhance. Wallace and Baumeister (2002) found that when narcissists are challenged, are under pressure, or are publicly evaluated, they improve their performance in creative tasks. In respect to the selection contexts in Study 1 and Study 2, narcissists were given an arena where self-enhancement seemed possible and beneficial, but the selection process seemed also to
have stimulated their desire to compete when under pressure, in addition to being evaluated on many of the tasks they were given.

Although a clinical narcissist will not be beneficial for any organization or team they might lead, we could speculate whether or not there are curvilinear relationships between narcissism and leadership and explain the positive effects of narcissism in the present studies. As such, it is possible that there exists an optimal level of narcissism in respect to leadership. One of the reasons people seek and hold positions of leadership is that they seem to have a desire for authority or like being able to have influence on others. If so, the authority aspect of NPI should explain the variance in leadership. Examples of these authority items are “I would prefer to be a leader” and “I have a strong will for power”, and these items in isolation do not seem to be pathological. The authority aspect of the NPI has previously been related to other ratings of leadership, whereas items relating to exhibitionism were not (Brunell et al., 2008). As such, there might be a productive side of narcissism in relation to leadership. One of the proponents of this view is Maccoby (2000, 2003). Maccoby proposes that productive narcissists have the capacity for great acts in the institutions they lead. They are charismatic leaders attracting followers with great visions, and creative leaders with bold strategies, which they pursue with great enthusiasm. Productive narcissists do not “try to extrapolate to understand the future – they attempt to create it” (2000, p. 72). It is when the productive narcissist loses contact with reality, lacks self-insight, and becomes isolated in their dream or illusion of grandiosity, that narcissism gets its reputation. Maccoby believes that their downfall becomes apparent when they are sensitive to criticism, when they are poor listeners, lack empathy, have a distaste for mentoring, and an intense desire to compete, not only to win, but also metaphorically as a fear of the “primitive danger of extension “ (p. 75). Others have used the terms ‘charismatic narcissistic leaders’ (Post, 1993) or ‘constructive narcissistic leaders’ (Kets de Vries & Miller, 1997) to describe a less dangerous form of leader with narcissistic tendencies.

If narcissism does not deserve its reputation for being one of the causes of derailed leadership, and the traits of the authority aspect is neither pathological nor harmful for leadership, it is paradoxical that items relating to the darker side of narcissism, such as entitlement and exploitativeness, were positively and significantly related to peer ratings of popularity, whereas items relating to power and authority were not (Back et al., 2010). In addition, in Study 1 and Study 2, no significant curvilinear effects between narcissism and interview ratings were found. Thus, the results still suggest that narcissists appear leader-like in selection. Furthermore, in Study 1 and Study 2 we also tested if those with very high narcissism appeared more leader-like than those with very low narcissism. We had chosen this cutoff of high vs. low narcissism to be 1.5 SD above and below the mean to clearly represent elevations of narcissism and may be considered to be close to a clinical description of the disorder (e.g. Miller et al., 2008. See also De Fruyt, Wille, Furnham, 2013 and De Fruyt et al., 2009 for additional examples). These results suggested that in both samples in Study 1, those with high elevations of narcissism received significantly higher interview ratings than those defined to lack narcissism. In Study 2 these results were replicated, but only for the dichotomous based NPI. Thus, in light of the present results from the three samples investigating the relationship between narcissism and leadership perceptions, having a high
degree of narcissism in these leadership selection processes seems to be advantageous when the assessment criteria is leader potential.

Taken together, instead of a discussion about whether or not a healthy, good or productive form of narcissism exists, those who have characteristics of pathological narcissism and comply with the criteria of the NPD cannot be judged as healthy individuals as per definition, not for themselves and not for those who are close to them. It seems that a distinction between healthy or unhealthy narcissism is difficult to delineate, and the question of whether two forms of narcissism might instead boil down to how much narcissism does not compromise leadership. We all share characteristics of narcissism that are essential for our self-worth and self-preservation, but we seldom act on them at the expense of someone else. Although non-narcissistic individuals also like to be praised, approved, and experience success, they are able to balance their efforts to obtain this through “empathy, affection, politeness, realism, humility, and fair play” (Robins, Tracy, & Shaver, 2001, p. 234).

In conclusion, there seems to be no real evidence for disqualifying the use of interviews in selection, but the evidence suggests that interviews may not be suited to detect candidates with high elevations of narcissism. If the goal is to avoid putting narcissistic candidates into leadership positions, the use of highly structured interviews in a selection process is therefore strongly advised. In addition, controlling for high narcissistic tendencies early in the selection process, before any interview/s are conducted, could be one possible way of detecting high scorers, since they seem to slip past normal selection methods.

**The measurement of narcissism with the NPI**

Although the main purpose of this dissertation was to test whether narcissists appear leader-like and is credited in leadership selection, the second purpose of this dissertation was to scrutinize the current most popular instrument of normal or non-pathological narcissism, the NPI. Several studies have reported using a Likert scale in research with the NPI, alongside the traditional forced choice or dichotomous format. It was therefore important to test whether there were any differences in the predictive validity of these response formats in the same study. In addition to the interchangeable use of response scales, previous psychometric studies with the NPI have not been able to extract a replicable and consistent factor structure. This questions the validity of the previous factors for any practical purposes, but also for theoretical reasons. As such, using the previous factors to delineate a narcissistic personality as a multidimensional trait can potentially be problematic. The second purpose of Study 2 and Study 3 was devoted to these issues.

As well as the traditional and most commonly used dichotomous response scale, a five-point Likert response scale was used to assess narcissism among the participants in Study 2. Through a field experiment, a booklet containing several questionnaires and an NPI with two different response formats was randomly administered to the participants. All other personality questionnaires were identical. The results from Study 2 showed that a dichotomous based NPI showed slightly higher predictive validities than a Likert based NPI. They both predicted leadership potential and global interview ratings and had an indirect effect on the NCO admission. However, they differed in predictions for an interaction effect with extraversion in predicting leadership potential interview ratings, and in the high vs. low
narcissism comparison of leadership potential interview ratings. Here, the dichotomous NPI was significant in the predictions whereas the Likert NPI was not. There was also noted a significant difference between the NPI two response formats and the associations with self-esteem. As well as this, only the dichotomous NPI was significantly related to NCO admission. On the other hand, only the Likert NPI was significantly related to age and sex. These differences were however not significantly different. The differences can be attributed to sample specifics or demographic differences not captured by our data or variables, or even due to measurement error. This may also be the case for the significantly different correlations between the two NPI response formats and self-esteem.

When testing for an interaction effect between narcissism and extraversion in predicting leadership interview ratings, the effect was only significant for the interaction with the dichotomous NPI, not between the Likert NPI and extraversion. Here, the interaction effects were stronger than for the same interaction effect identified in Study 1. This lack of interaction effect for the Likert based NPI could be due to measurement differences, but may also suggest that a dichotomous NPI assesses narcissism more clearly than a Likert scale, which might also explain its significant relation to NCO admission. On the other hand, a dichotomous format might also overrate narcissism in each of the respondents. Sometimes it may be difficult to make a choice, or agree or disagree with statements, especially if some of the statements do not fit the perceived personality of the respondents. In this way, the responses on a Likert scale would allow for a scaled degree of agreement or disagreement and thereby better reflect the underlying personality the instrument tries to assess, as was suggested in the introduction. As well as this, response styles such as acquiescence, the tendency of respondents to agree more than they disagree on statements, or other response bias such as social desirable responding (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994; Pedhazur & Schmelkin, 1991) may have affected the response formats differently. However, the respondents where informed that their responses where a part of a research project, not be used in the selection. As such, the effect of socially desirable responding was probably minimized. Taken as a whole, as it was difficult to interpret the result due to small differences, no definitive support for preferring the use of response scale was obtained.

In Study 3 the possibility of finding a stable, interpretable and replicable factor structure across response formats, with the common NPI items, was tested. Of the two versions of the NPI, Emmons’ (1987) 37 item and Raskin and Terry’s (1988) 40 item version, there was an overlap of only 31 items, meaning that 6 items are unique to Emmons’ version, and 9 items are unique to Raskin and Terry’s version. Consequently, this difference in item content may have meant that previous studies have extracted different factors, since they may not share the same variance with the other items. Moreover, the item loading criteria for factor inclusion has usually been low (i.e. ≥ .35 or .40). As such, any difference in the items’ variance might have resulted not only in a different number of factors, but also meant that the factors included different items.

The results from Study 3 suggested the extraction of a five-factor solution based mainly on theoretical interpretability and clarity. The factors were labeled exploitativeness, authority, exhibitionism, vanity, and superiority, which consisted of 23 items. These five factors were preferred over those of a two, three, and four factor solution, when their relative
model fit was tested with confirmatory analyses in a subsequent sample. This five-factor solution was preferred over other factor solutions in a third sample that used a Likert response scale. Across all three samples the five factors relationships with the five-factor model of normal personality were similar. The negative correlation between the total score of the 23 item NPI and agreeableness, and the positive correlations with extraversion were especially convergent with previous meta-analytic research (Saulsman & Page, 2004). Narcissists have also been dubbed “disagreeable extrovert[s]” (Paulhus, 2001, p. 228). Taken together, these results suggests that, irrespective of response format, the NPI is able to measure narcissism as a multidimensional trait consisting of factors relating to exploitativeness, authority, vanity, exhibitionism, and superiority.

Several similarities were noted between previously identified factors in the NPI and the present five factors. The most consistent similarities were for the authority factor. Many of the same items in this factor were also identified in the leadership/authority factor in Emmons (1987), the authority factor in Raskin & Terry (1988), the power factor in Kubarych et al. (2004), the leadership/authority factor in Corry et al. (2008), and the leadership/authority factor in Ackerman et al. (2011). Thus, items forming a factor relating to authority seem to appear consistently as a factor, irrespective of study, even if authority does not receive much attention in the DSM-IV-TR. This factor has also been related to adaptive and positive outcomes and not to pathological narcissism (Ackerman et al., 2011), and there has been debate about whether or not these items are one of the “core aspects of narcissism” (Rosenthal, Montoya, Ridings, Rieck, & Hooley, 2011, p. 412, see also Rosenthal & Hooley, 2010). Miller and Campbell (2011) have defended the authority items as part of an overall narcissism construct and argue that people who endorse these items also far more often endorse other items related to “entitlement, exhibitionism, exploitativeness, and superiority (p. 148). Secondly, fantasies of power and the need to be associated with high status are parts of two of the criteria for the NPD in the DSM-IV-TR. As such, an endorsement of authority items seems to tap at least a part of the narcissistic construct. However, neither the items nor the authority factor extracted in Study 3 are necessarily pathological in isolation.

There is less consistency for the other factors across studies, but items in the vanity factor replicate Raskin and Terry’s (1988) vanity factor, as did some of the items in Emmons (1987) self-absorption/self-admiration factor. The items in the exhibitionism factor were also consistent with the items in Raskin and Terry’s (1988) exhibitionism factor, but not in the other studies. Although the vanity and exhibitionism factor in the present study was found in Kubarych et al.’s (2004) exhibitionism factor, in Corry et al.’s (2008) exhibitionism/entitlement factor, and in Ackerman et al.’s (2011) grandiose exhibitionism factor, the exhibitionism items in Emmons (1987) did not load on the same factor as his vanity items. In Corry et al. (2008) the exhibitionism and vanity items loaded together with other items to form an exhibitionism/entitlement. Both vanity and exhibitionism may tap into a general feeling self-absorption, admiration and attention seeking. As such these two aspects may capture one of the central themes of the narcissistic personality. Since the correlations between vanity and exhibitionism were .29 in Study 1 and 2, and .45 Study 3, they are only moderately related and seem to measure different aspects of narcissism. It might be that these
two aspects were considered as one in some of the past studies, because few factors were extracted.

The exploitativeness factor, which was comprised of items that are related to exploitative and manipulative aspects, was consistent with Raskin and Terry’s (1988) exploitativeness factor, but not to any of the factors in Emmons (1987), Kubarych et al. (2004), and only to one item in Ackerman et al.’s (2011) exploitativeness/entitlement factor. The exploitativeness factor in the present study seems to be related to having a belief that others could be used as tools to serve an own agenda, and may be considered as one of the more maladaptive and interpersonally damaging aspects of narcissism. It may also be that this factor also taps the narcissist’s lack of empathy, as it assesses the degree that others can be used to fill own needs, and does not seem to recognize the feelings of others.

The superiority factor, which was the fifth factor extracted in Study 3, consisted of items which were related to what Raskin and Terry (1988) coined as having a “narcissistic ego inflation” (p. 889). Two of the three items in this factor was also found in Raskin and Terry’s superiority factor. In addition, these two items were also found in Emmons (1987) self-absorption/self-admiration factor. In Kubarych (2004), all three superiority items were found in the special person factor, were not identified in any of the factors in Corry et al. (2008) or in Ackerman et al. (2011). Thus, this factor was one of the least consistent factors in relation to previous studies, but could nevertheless be important in assessing narcissism. Although this factor only consisted of three items, these items seem to capture a belief of superiority, a belief that one is better than others, and may resemble a form of grandiosity in regard to self-importance.

Taken as a whole, the extracted factors from Study 3 were most consistent with the factors obtained in Raskin and Terry (1988) and least with the factors identified by Corry et al. (2008). Naturally, the items and factors were more closely related to earlier factor studies that had identified a higher number of factors, although there were more similarities between Ackerman et al.’s (2011) three factor solution than Emmons’ (1987) four factor solution. The reasons for the differences may be attributed to differences in the item pool. As earlier mentioned, Study 3 was based on 31 items and if the 40 item NPI had been used, another factor structure may have been identified.

Several researchers have questioned the validity of the NPI in its present form (e.g. Brown et al., 2009; Rosenthal et al., 2011; Rosenthal & Hooley, 2010). Part of the debate has revolved around issues such as whether NPI measures “pure” narcissism, or if the instrument is confounded with other personality traits, unconnected with narcissism. In this respect the relationship between NPI and psychological health has been discussed (i.e. well-being and lack of sadness and depression, Sedikides et al., 2004), whether or not NPI narcissism is confounded by self-esteem (e.g. Rosenthal & Hooley, 2010), or whether many of the NPI items do not differentiate between what is and what is not narcissistic (i.e. items relating to leadership discussed earlier e.g. Rosenthal et al., 2011), and been put forward as critique against the instrument. The NPI and the clinical description of NPD in the DSM-IV-TR has also been criticized for measuring grandiose aspects of narcissism and disregarding any vulnerable aspects such as “shameful reactivity or humiliation in response to narcissistic injury, alternating states of idealization and devaluation” (Cain et al., 2008, p. 648). Although
this dissertation as a whole, or Study 3 in particular, was not designed with the intention of resolving any of these issues, it might nevertheless have provided some clarification regarding the underlying structure of narcissism. Recent IRT analysis of the NPI suggested that since the total score has been associated with adaptive outcomes not relevant to the clinical manifestations of narcissism, a broader and more specific focus on NPI subscales would benefit the future study of the assessment of narcissism (Ackerman, Donnellan, & Robins, 2012). Developing these subscales further might be more important than trying to “fix the psychometrics” of the NPI scale.

In conclusion, the results of Study 3 demonstrated that it is possible to identify a stable and replicable factor structure based on the common items across samples and response formats. These factors also showed similar correlations with the five-factor model of normal personality. Even though factor analysis is a powerful tool in generating meaning of data, factor analysis does not provide finite answers or solutions. Factor analysis can never discover whether the factors are artifacts or if they represent substantive constructs (Spector, 2012), and is only a tool that guides and gives us information (Clark & Watson, 1995). It is theory that gives meaning to data. To quote Mulaik (1987) “inductive procedures do not automatically give us meanings. It is we that create meanings for things in deciding how they are to be used” (p. 301). In this respect, the results from Study 3, but also for other psychometrics studies, may not necessarily be considered definite. In many steps in both exploratory and even in confirmatory analyses, researchers are making subjective decisions that will have an impact on their final results.

Implications

The main focus of this dissertation was to increase our knowledge of how to avoid hiring one particular type of poor leader. These leaders can have devastating effects on the companies they lead and for those affected by their leadership. It was suggested that narcissists, because of their inherent need for admiration, power and status, are not only attracted to leadership positions, but that they will perform well in such settings where leadership emergence and leadership potential are some of the important criteria. As such, the results from this dissertation have, first and foremost, practical implications regarding selection.

In both Study 1 and Study 2, support for narcissism as positively related to interview ratings, and in particular, leadership potential ratings was found. In addition, both studies also showed that narcissism has a significant indirect effect, through interview ratings, on NCO admission. If narcissism can jeopardize structured selection processes through interview ratings, as these two studies suggest, are interviews a valid selection method for detecting unwanted candidates?

Although some empirical studies suggest a small to moderate link between personality assessment in interviews that are highly structured and designed to assess personality (Van Iddekinge et al., 2005), interviewers are perhaps not able to assess an applicant’s personality with a high degree of certainty (e.g. Roth et al., 2005). In interviews, and correctly as Hogan
(1994) proposes, the focus is rarely, if ever, on maladaptive personality traits. Although there has been little research into the relationship between narcissism and real life selection and since higher interview structure seems to minimize the effect of a candidate’s tactics for impression (e.g. Barrick et al., 2009), the results from Study 1 and 2 could also suggest that in low or conventional non-structured interviews, narcissists could influence interview judgments even more than it did in Study 1 and Study 2 where the interviews where relatively structured. This is especially important since organizations do seem to favor unstructured interviews (van der Zee, Bakker, & Bakker, 2002). Although in Study 2 the interview structure was increased from that of Study 1, narcissism had almost the same effect on the interview ratings. Thus, the effect of narcissism on selection interviews also seems to be present when the structure of interviews increases. Additionally, in Study 2, the effect of narcissism was dependent on the types of question asked and the area of focus, where narcissism was only significantly related to leadership potential ratings. Therefore, a high focus on applicant leadership potential should be avoided in interviews conducted for leadership positions since the characteristics of narcissists often resemble our perceptions of a prototypical leader. In this respect, a higher focus on the applicant’s past leadership experience, rated by and with opinions from those who have previously worked with or beneath them, are a better source of information.

In Study 1 and 2, it was also discovered that high narcissism could compensate for high extraversion when evaluating leader potential. This effect could have made narcissistic applicants more talkative, and as social skills are among the characteristics being rated in interviews (Huffcutt et al., 2001; Salgado & Moscoso, 2002), high narcissism can compensate for low extraversion and be perceived as leadership potential. This also stresses the need to be aware of those with high narcissistic tendencies.

In both Study 1 and in Study 2, the effect sizes can be considered small, and these studies could therefore be criticized for not providing conclusive results to suggest that narcissism is an issue of practical concern in leader selection. Two examples quoted in Rosenthal (1990) illustrate the fact that small effects may have large consequences. In the first of these, an ethical committee terminated a double blind study of the effects of aspirin on reducing heart attacks on the grounds that it was considered unethical to continue administering a placebo to those in the control group. Here the effect size was .0011 ($r^2$), but the number of people in the control group who did have a heart attack compared to the experimental group outweighed the traditional method of interpreting effects sizes. The second example was the breakthrough effect of finding that cyclosporine would decrease the probability that the body would reject an organ after a transplant. In this case the effect sizes were .036 for organ rejection and .022 ($r^2$) for patient survival, but the number of people who could benefit from this outweighed the alternative that the drug did not have an effect. Thus, small effects can have dramatic consequences.

In light of the above examples, narcissism seems to not only jeopardize leader selection, the effects of that on leadership can also be far reaching even if the effect sizes in Study 1 and Study 2 were small compared to the classical interpretation of effect sizes. If only a few with elevated scores are selected, the effects of their leadership can have dramatic consequences for the surrounding employees and coworkers, but also for the organization as a
whole. As well as this, the hypotheses in both Study 1 and Study 2 were based on a well-defined theory and the results are replicated in three samples. As such, the results indicated a small but robust and reoccurring finding in the present setting.

Even if selection personnel do control for dark personalities such as narcissism, the assessment also stresses the ethical aspects of selection. According to the Norwegian Data Protection Authority an employer can ask an applicant for a personality test, but they are not allowed to demand such testing. However, this might imply that the prospect of further advancement in the selection process or obtaining the job is reduced. The employer must also conform to the Norwegian Working Environment Act and cannot discriminate against applicants based on gender, pregnancy, sexual orientation, skin color, ethnicity, national origin, language, religion or belief, political views or membership of a trade union, disability or age. These topics are also covered under the Anti-Discrimination Act and the Gender Equality Act. (Full references and updated laws and regulation can be found at www.lovdata.no and www.datatilsynet.no). The assessment of aberrant personalities should not be affected by race, culture, national origin, language, or gender. It is therefore essential that knowledge of extreme personality among selection staff is high. One particular ethical issue, which may arise is when some of the candidates for a leadership position have dangerous elevations of, for example, narcissism. As such, selection procedures should not only focus on detecting and selecting people with aberrant personalities, they should also build a system for administering feedback based on justice, respect, and equality into their selection process. However, many of these issues are dependent on the current laws governing selection procedures in specific countries. Likewise, there are also limits as to how clinically oriented a job interview or a selection process could or even should be, both in terms of the cost of selection, but also with regards to how applicants perceive discussions of topics relating to their own personality, which may not have anything to do with the job, and whether they believe they are an intrusion.

Limitations and future directions

Although their main weaknesses and limitations are discussed in each of the three studies presented in this dissertation, there are also several overall limitations and future research directions that should be addressed and emphasized when considering the dissertation as a whole.

The first overall limitation of this dissertation concerns the samples in each of the three studies. Participants in all three studies were applicants for the annual NCO admission process in the Norwegian Armed Forces. Although the setting and participants could be considered as one of the strengths of Studies 1 and 2, due to consisting of people seeking leadership training and positions, it is also one of its limitations. All candidates were preselected on several important variables before entering the selection process. Among them were general intelligence, school grades, and physical fitness. In addition, the samples consisted of mainly young men. Thus, because of these sample-specific details, the results may not hold in other different settings, or in other cultures. Future research should therefore
focus on other cultures and in different settings. As such, narcissism could be attributed differently in collectivistic cultures where “me” may perhaps be of less importance for perceptions of leadership qualities than in more individualistic cultures. It is possible that the effects of narcissism could have been seen differently if the sample had consisted of older people who already had leadership experience, as the prevalence of narcissism declines with age (Pulay et al., 2011). If narcissism is really a cause of bad leadership, and these leaders are hired because of insensitive selection processes, more research is needed in other leadership selection settings, especially in civilian settings. An exciting area of future study could be the trajectory of the narcissistic leader from selection to leadership positions. From there, the long term effect of this leadership could be investigated, with a particular focus on the perceptions of subordinates since “followers are more likely to see and know the reality of the leader’s day to day approach to leadership” (Hollander, 1992, p. 51), and they always seem to “know who the bad managers are” (Hogan, 1994, p. 13). Evaluations from coworkers and supervisors are also important sources of information, in addition to objective effects of their leadership, such as performance measures. Another intriguing area of research is the process after people obtain positions of power and authority. Does their narcissism flourish as they obtain leadership experience, or is their narcissism suppressed? In addition, are there any moderators involved in this process, such as mentorships, feedback from others, and additional leadership training? Here, qualitative studies might shed more light into the process.

Secondly, the effect sizes in both Study 1 and Study 2 were small. However, the positive relationship between narcissism and interview ratings was supported by theory and the results were replicated in three samples. Nevertheless, there is a possibility that the selection processes in the current studies actually have done a reasonable job, and that the effects of narcissism could be higher in leadership selection settings where the interviews are less structured. The current selection processes were highly structured, and the selection personnel were trained prior to the conducting the interviews. As discussed earlier, less structured interviews might be more susceptible to narcissistic self-enhancement and impression making, than more structured interviews. Future research should investigate the effect of narcissism in interviews with different degrees of structure. Such studies could be experimental mock interviews where not only the structure of the interviews could be manipulated by researchers, but also tests of different types of interviews (i.e. interviews with situational questions, past behavior questions, background questions, and job knowledge questions).

Thirdly, since the design of the studies was cross-sectional, some biases associated with common method variance could have affected the results. However, only the personality questionnaires were self-reported and all the other variables were either perceptions from other ratings of the applicants or more distant variable sources such as the admission criteria. Nevertheless, Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff (2003) list several potential sources that can bias research results. Of these, two sources of this bias, item characteristic and survey context, are of particular interest to the present discussion. Firstly, item characteristic deals with how the items are presented to respondents. The NPI may contain items that have created an artificial total score for narcissism since the applicants may have responded in a socially desirable way. In addition, the instructions to the respondent varied across Sample One and
Two in Study 1. In Sample One, the participants were told that their responses were not being used in selection, whereas participants in Sample Two were given instructions that explicitly stated that their responses were going to be used in the selection, so as to create as realistic a selection setting as possible. As the results from the two samples were almost identical (narcissism even had a slightly stronger effect on admission in Sample Two), the responses do not seem to have been distorted. In addition, narcissistic individuals do not seem to restrain their responses on the NPI (e.g. Emmons, 1984). In respect to the item characteristic, the rating format or the scale anchors of the personality questionnaires, in particular for the NPI, might bias the results according to Podsakoff et al. (2003). Originally, and used frequently, the NPI asks respondents to endorse either a statement with narcissistic content or one without. In the studies here, only the narcissistic statements were presented to the participants and they were asked to either agree or disagree to the statement. As such, the NPI in the studies had no reverse scored items. Although this way of scoring the NPI has been used in previous research (Judge et al., 2006), no reverse scoring and providing only yes or no alternatives can nevertheless lead to a response set of acquiescence, where some people tend to answer more statements with yes than no (Cooper, 2002). Because of this tendency, we cannot be sure if there has been a distortion of the responses on the NPI, leading to artificially high numbers of high scorers. This influence may also be have affected the use of Likert scales where respondent scoring could also be affected by background culture (e.g. Steiner, 2012). Thus, a problem with all responses is that they may be affected by the culture in which the assessment occurs. As was the case for the generalization issue above, more emphasis on cross-cultural assessment of narcissism is needed.

The second bias, survey context, deals with the context in which the research is conducted and can also affect the results. The present studies were conducted in an arena where the applicants first and foremost are evaluated on their potential for leadership, and the results may have been shaped accordingly. Some of the items in the NPI reflect superiority and leadership, and endorsing such items during leadership selection may not indicate narcissism. As such, there is a possibility that the positive correlation between narcissism and interview ratings, and between narcissism and NCO admission, may be the result of endorsement of these items. In addition, since the authority factor of the NPI seems to be the only replicable and stable NPI factor extracted across all psychometric studies of the NPI, has been questioned for being a part of narcissism (e.g. Rosenthal et al., 2011) and may be interpreted as an outcome of narcissistic processes (Ackerman et al., 2011), further research could isolate this and other factors of the NPI to predict both outcomes related to adaptive and maladaptive functioning.

Fourthly, selection of only the 31 NPI items in the exploratory factor analysis in Study 3 might have been too arbitrary and not representative of an overall representation of narcissism. Although the rationale for these 31 items was that they were common between the two NPI versions and should therefore have considerable face validity, they may nevertheless not have been representative, or been too few to extract a meaningful factor solution. Instead, the analysis could have been improved had it been based on a combination of the 37 item and the 40 item version. Thus, the factors extracted in Study 3 may have uncovered an imprecise factor solution, even if they were replicated and validated against the five-factor model of
personality. In its present form, the 23 item five factor NPI needs additional items not only from the existing pool, but could also benefit from new items that perhaps more clearly assess other aspects of narcissism. This is important not only for the psychometric properties of the NPI, but also for the validity of the NPI, should it be a valid instrument measuring a narcissistic construct, as is described in the clinical literature. Raskin and Terry (1988) did not see their study as final. They concluded by asking that further studies include a larger pool of items in analysis which “will sample more exhaustively the domain of narcissistic behavior and sentiments” (p. 900). Accounts of expert ratings of prototypical narcissists and their personality descriptions (Samuel & Widiger, 2004) and a newly developed five-factor narcissism inventory (Miller, Gentile, & Campbell, 2013) could be an especially important source in this regard. Using expert ratings of prototypical narcissism is also important since there is disagreement as to whether NPI narcissism can be generalized to clinical populations or is even able to assess subclinical narcissism (Cain et al., 2008). Other models of narcissism, such as the distinction between a vulnerable and grandiose narcissism (e.g. Miller et al., 2011), may also be beneficial for developing the measure, in respect the implementation of these types for the NPD in the DSM-5 (www.dsm5.org).

Finally, it should be acknowledged that Study 3 uses NPI responses and demographic variables from the participants in Study 1 and Study 2. Even so, Study 3 did not use the same total score as the other two studies. Study 3 also had a different theoretical perspective and made unique contributions with different theoretical and practical implications.

**Conclusion**

Since narcissism could be one of several causes of dangerous leadership, and narcissists may also jeopardize leadership selection by appearing leader-like, there seem to be obvious reasons to avoid narcissistic job candidates. In three samples, replicated support was obtained that those scoring high on narcissism were rewarded with higher interview ratings, and thereby had a higher probability of admission. These results stress the need to be aware that normal selection methods can be insensitive to detecting individual applicants’ aberrant personalities. Through knowledge of such influences, selection personnel should be particularly aware of this effect, especially since high narcissism can also be perceived as extraversion in selection interviews. Taken together, there seems to be increasing empirical evidence to suggest that selection procedures should consider including measures to control for aberrant personalities since most selection processes try only to identify good individual characteristics, not bad ones. Thus, there is reason to suggest that people are only selected as a result of their bright characteristics. Taken as a whole, there is a real danger that normal selection processes does not seem to detect narcissistic candidates, but rather credit them.
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